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Abstract

In this paper, we propose to analyze Ultra Thin Body and Box FDSOI technology suitability and architectural solutions for IoT applications and more specifically for autonomous Wireless Sensor Nodes (WSNs). As IoT applications are extremely diversified there is a strong need for flexible solutions at design, architectural level but also at technological level. Moreover, as most of those systems are recovering their energy from the environment, they are challenged by low voltage supplies and low leakage functionalities. We detail in this paper some Ultra Thin Body and Box FDSOI 28nm characteristics and results demonstrating that this technology could be a perfect option for multidisciplinary IoT devices. Back biasing capabilities and low voltage features are investigated demonstrating efficient high speed/low leakage flexibility. In addition, architectural solutions for WSNs microcontroller are also proposed taking advantage of Ultra Thin Body and Box FDSOI characteristics for full user applicative flexibility. A partitioned architecture between an Always Responsive part with an asynchronous Wake Up Controller (WUC) managing WSN current tasks and an On Demand part with a main processor for application maintenance is presented. First results of the Always Responsive part implemented in Ultra Thin Body and Box FDSOI 28nm are also exposed.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things is supposed to encompass billions of connected devices. Among them, Wireless Sensor Nodes (WSN) are distributed and communicate through a network. They are able to measure physical or environmental conditions while transferring data through RF communication. Versatility and energy management are key concerns for those objects handling many different applications and requiring different performances in an autonomous way (Figure 1). In such ultra-low energy applications, autonomous WSNs have to cope with new constraints...
like changing energetic environment, long idle phases, automatic wake up, data back-up when the system is unexpectedly turned off, and ultra-low voltage operation.

Well-known applications of the Internet of Things are requiring low performances (1-100MHz) and ultra-low leakage. They are thus using technology nodes from 180nm down to 65nm [1] [2]. This choice is justified by both cost and leakage power as those systems are most of their time asleep and wake up only once in a while [3]. As a result, leakage power reduction during idle phases is crucial. Nevertheless, such technologies are limiting the overall speed performances of an IoT system during computing phases restraining their field of applications. Indeed, it would be highly relevant, for the WSN, to be able to compute or transfer data at high speed if a large amount of energy is harvested in the environment. It would thus widen the applicative scope and enable new flexible applications requiring different performances level according to energetic environment.

In this context, we propose in this work to bring flexibility to smart devices by using both some technological and architectural solutions. At technology level, we propose to take advantage of UTBB FDSOI (Ultra Thin Body and Box FDSOI) technology providing a wide range of tunability between high speed and low leakage [4]. Undoped thin-film planar FDSOI is an alternative to bulk devices at the 28nm node and beyond and exhibits an excellent short-channel electrostatic control, low leakage currents and immunity to random dopant fluctuation. This technology allows the designers to meet the needs of autonomous low power devices, combining high performance and low power consumption while demonstrating very good performances at low supply voltages. This is possible through the use of an effective Back Biasing (BB) allowing to dynamically switch between high performance mode (Forward Back Biasing) or ultra-low leakage mode (Reverse Back Biasing). However, as the technology cannot do all the job, a new versatile sub-system microcontrollers architectures is also proposed to fit a largest number of IoT applications as shown in Figure 1. Many smart devices or sub-system microcontrollers have been proposed [2], [5], [6], [7], [8] but they are covering only small segments of the speed/power performance spectrum required by IoT applications. Today, more and more applications are requiring both high performance for highly computational tasks and very low power consumption for simple tasks.

In this paper we propose to investigate UTBB FDSOI technology at device, design and architectural levels to propose flexible smart devices for IoT applications. Firstly, in Section 2, we discuss flexibility requirements for IoT devices. UTBB FDSOI advantages for Wireless Sensor

![Figure 1: IoT applications (examples): performance and energy needs](image_url)
Nodes at device level are highlighted in Section 3 by detailing back biasing options and suitability at near-threshold voltage. Then, architectural level solutions for flexible smart device are presented in Sections 4, 5 and 6. Section 4 is demonstrating the power efficiency of a partitioned architecture and Sections 5 and 6 present architecture details and UTBB FDSOI implementation results.

2. Flexibility Requirements for IoT Devices

The Internet-of-Things is addressing many different applications and it is not possible to come up with a single speed and power target out of them. In autonomous Wireless Sensor Nodes, energy levels considered can cover from the pW up to the mW range (Figure 1). A simple tracking and monitoring application will require less power than a smart camera for vision applications. Moreover, if we consider sensor data fusion applications, their energy needs can differ considerably. 1-bit level crossing detection can be simply required for a basic wake-up scheme but also very high conversion accuracy can be requested for a more complex sensor acquisition application. Moreover, if we consider wireless sensor nodes distributed in our environment, it is noticeable that they will be target multiple applications and probably also multiple communication-standard. In any case, a high versatility is mandatory at architectural, design and technological levels. At design level, many solutions are emerging today using adaptive mixed-signal and digital blocks and their associated control.

Devices of the Internet-of-Things are also known to be in idle mode most of their lifetime. It is thus required to have circuits consuming very low leakage power to save the battery lifetime or increase the system autonomy. In that sense, at design time, low leakage technological options are chosen and fixed for the circuit, limiting their overall speed performances. Circuits are then suffering from very low throughput even if not is enough energy is available to perform more complex tasks. UTBB FDSOI technology allows finding a compromise between high speed and low leakage as we demonstrated in [4]. This is possible through the use of back biasing voltage as shown in section 3.1 of this paper.

Another issue to be discussed is regarding energy harvesting. This new autonomous power supply scheme is bringing more challenges to the circuit. In fact, autonomous wireless sensor nodes which are recovering their energy from the environment can be affected by varying energetic environments. This will result in a variable energy level available for the node over the time. This power delivery system imposes on the node a need to remain functional at different voltage supplies and even more at very low voltage levels down to threshold. In modern technologies, low voltage supplies presupposes very low speed performance and can compromise the applicable task completion. This is the reason why UTBB FDSOI back biasing capability will be used to boost the performance of the circuit for a given task even if the voltage supply is low. This is demonstrated in Section 3.2.

By definition, a smart device is able to sense, communicate and manage its own power supply. Those systems are thus mixed-signal circuits using RF transceivers, sensor and data converters, image sensors, voltage converters and other analog blocks. Full integration is thus an issue as it is impossible to find a common technology fitting analog and digital requirements [5]. Today's smart devices are generally integrated in-package using different technologies and sensors. It leads to a lack of global optimization as different part of the node are designed into different technologies and circuits. Due to its easy Vth modulation, UTBB FDSOI presents the great of being very suitable to analog designers. UTBB FDSOI can thus help a full integration of
digital and analog sub-modules by (1) maintaining the digital performance needs and (2) allowing efficient analog design.

After technological considerations, at architectural level, the smart device architecture also needs to be reconsidered for flexibility. Some industrial [7] [8] or academic [2] [5] [6] smart devices have been proposed, but targeting specific performances without providing a full applicative range capability. In [5], a full system is proposed in 180nm technology exhibiting only 15nW in standby and 304nW dynamic power for a motion detection application. This example perfectly covers the ultra-low energy segment of Figure 1. For higher performance needs, STM32L0 microcontroller [7] is demonstrating 0.27 µA in standby and 139 µA/MHz (running at 32 MHz) and TI CC2650 [8] discloses 1 µA in standby and 6mA in transmission mode (RX/TX). However, none of these proposals are able to cover the full range of performances mainly due to technological and architectural limitations.

After discussing, in this section, the main advantages of using UTBB FDSOI 28nm technology node for IoT and the need for flexible architectures, we will, in the next section, focus on the use of (1) back biasing and its efficiency on speed and power modulation (2) FDSOI suitability at low voltage and even at near threshold computing.

3. UTBB FDSOI Characteristics for IoT Flexibility

3.1. UTBB FDSOI Back Biasing For High Flexibility

UTBB FDSOI 28nm (Fig. 2(a)) is a high-k metal gate planar technology [4]. There is no channel doping nor pocket implant making the process simpler than bulk and reducing the variability. To allow a good trade-off between drain/source-to-substrate parasitic capacitance and body factor, the Buried oxide (Box) thickness is 25nm. A back plane, either N-well (n-type) or P-well (p-type), is implemented under the buried oxide to improve the short channel effect and adjust the voltage threshold. Back bias polarization is feasible by removing a slice of the Box and finally, Shallow Trench Isolation (STI) is used to electrically isolate the devices.

Figure 2: UTBB FDSOI technology: (a) transistor cross section and (b) back biasing
A wide back biasing voltage range (+/-1.8V) enables transistor threshold voltage adjustment and modify the leakage current accordingly in a range unattainable by conventional bulk technology (Fig. 2(b)). Indeed, in bulk technology back biasing voltage is limited to +/-300mV, due to drain and source diodes and the back biasing voltage is usually fixed after fabrication for process compensation. This UTBB FDSOI only feature allows a dynamic power/performance scaling in order to achieve the highest speed or the lowest power or the best tradeoff between them in a single circuit/device.

Figure 3a illustrates frequency boost results of UTBB FDSOI 28 nm compared with bulk technology at different power supply voltages. With a Forward Back Biasing (FBB) of 1V, UTBB FDSOI demonstrates very high speed gain from 43% at 1.3V up to 5X factor at 0.45V.

On the contrary, UTBB FDSOI enables to reduce leakage power consumption, when speed performance is not required, by applying Reverse Back Biasing (RBB) as shown Figure 3b. At 0.6V, leakage current could be divided by 2 at -0.5V RBB voltage and by 10 at -1.5V RBB voltage.

This back biasing scheme can push new Internet-of-Things applications requiring high speed performances during operation and ultra low leakage during standby phases. We would get rid of performance limitations encountered by old technology nodes while respecting leakage constraints during standby.

3.2. Exploring UTBB FDSOI at Near-Threshold Voltage

In this section, we study the impact of Back Biasing Voltage (VBB) on the Minimum Energy Point (MEP) operating point for Regular-VT (RVT) and Low-VT (LVT) UTBB FDSOI 28nm devices. As highlighted in Section 2, autonomous IoT devices recovering their energy form the environment can suffer from low voltage supplies. An interesting solution is to run at the Minimum Energy Point (MEP), defined as the operating voltage for which the total energy consumed per operation is minimized [2].

Results provided are extracted from electrical simulations of ring oscillators, adders and multipliers. In terms of methodology, this is common to use simple ring oscillators for exploring technology performances. It allows to perform a large number of electrical simulations in different
Process, Voltage and Temperature conditions. For better correlation, critical path are simulated but this is out of the scope of this paper. Figure 4 demonstrates UTBB FDSOI flexibility and energy performance control. As expected, LVT devices demonstrate larger static energy than their RVT counterpart and this difference is increasing again when applying back biasing voltage. While the total dynamic energy is not changing a lot with the back biasing voltage, static energy is substantially modified. An interesting property to note for IoT devices is that the MEP voltage value is not varying a lot with respect to RVT or LVT device and stands between 0.2V and 0.4V.

![Figure 4: MEP analysis for RVT and LVT UTBB FDSOI ring oscillator under VBB variations. ZBB = no Body Biasing applied](image)

If we compare leakage and energy results with a 28nm bulk technology and a 14 nm FinFET technology (Figure 5), it comes out that RVT UTBB FDSOI exhibits the lowest energy figures, although the lowest frequency (please note that FinFET results are based on predictive 14 nm models). Bulk 28nm technology demonstrates the worst overall performance with regard to FinFET and UTBB FDSOI.

![Figure 5: Energy and Delay at MEP : comparison with bulk and FinFET technologies](image)
In our scope of flexibility, even if FinFET demonstrates the best speed results, no back biasing is possible and performances are fixed at design time. UTBB FDSOI back biasing tuning will be used as an extremely efficient way to adapt the overall performance.

Another option, provided by UTBB FDSOI, is the use of Poly Biasing (PB) in the devices. It enables to enlarge the gate length and thus find a better energy/delay compromise. Various sizing optimizations were explored, i.e. modifying the beta-ratio and using the poly-biasing feature available in this technology, which emulates the increase of the transistor gate length by up to 16 nm. The use of an increased gate length was found to have a significant effect on the cell leakage and delay. However we have shown by simulations (Figure 6) that LVT PB16 (16nm gate increase) is also an interesting option at 0.5V voltage supply (Vdd).

Figure 6: Energy at MEP using Poly Biasing UTBB FDSOI options

At the minimum energy point, we observe an energy reduction about 15% by using PB16 with respect to a maximum frequency (500MHz). These energy savings can even go up to 25%, by reducing the frequency target by one order of magnitude. In terms of energy, we compare PB16 LVT performances with RVT UTBB FDSOI devices as shown on figure 6. LVT PB16 circuits could provide lower energy values than RVT-based ones while allowing a simplest co-integration with high speed LVT transistors.

In figure 7, we highlight an interesting behavior for our need for flexible IoT devices: while PB16 could be more suitable at sub-VT range, RVT devices entails lower energy consumption at higher Vdd (> 0.5V) when no VBB is applied. As it is difficult to co-integrate RVT and MVT cells due to Well isolation constraints, using LVT PB16 is a good compromise for low energy systems. It is thus worth pointing out that a LVT and LVT PB16 co-integration can be suitable for WSN applications requiring very high speed during operation and voltage supplies around 0.5V. On the other hand, if we consider lower performance wireless sensor nodes, functional in a wide voltage supply range and requiring less speed, they could perfectly be implemented by using RVT devices.

In this section, we have highlighted the UTBB FDSOI flexibility at device level using back biasing and its efficiency at low voltages. Other interesting properties, out of the scope of this paper, are RF analog results [9] and easy co-integration with non-volatile devices like PCRAM or MRAM [11]. In the next sections, we apply UTBB FDSOI advantages at design level and
propose an architectural solution to enhance the overall smart devices flexibility.

4. Microcontroller Architecture Characteristics for IoT Flexibility

As shown before, UTBB FDSOI is well suited for flexibility, but this issue has to be addressed at the architectural level too. A usual wireless sensor node has the architecture depicted in Figure 8. It is composed of five parts: (i) A radio module for packet transfer; (ii) multiple sensors for physical measurements; (iii) A microcontroller unit; (iv) A power management unit; (v) A battery and/or energy harvester for energy storing and scavenging.

This section focuses on the power consumption reduction of the microcontroller sub-system by introducing new architectural solutions for high flexibility. A typical microcontroller architecture is depicted on Figure 9b. In a regular wireless sensor node scenario, the microcontroller main processor is in charge of the three following tasks: data computation, data transfer and power management. However, current tasks such as simple measurements and data transfers are also performed by this processor, which represents a high power consumption for such simple
tasks. Therefore, to cover the full range of power and performances requirements as described in Section 2, we propose a partitioned architecture as presented on Figure 9c. This architecture is partitioned into two parts: An Always Responsive part including an ultra-low power processor, namely a Wake Up Controller (WUC), and an On Demand part integrating the main processor. The WUC is dedicated to the Wireless Sensor Node microcontroller current tasks, while the main processor manages the application part and the node maintenance. The Always Responsive part is a mixed asynchronous/synchronous design whereas the On Demand part is a pure synchronous design integrating a classical CPU (Cortex M for instance [6]).

A classical scenario for a wireless sensor node is divided into three phases as pictured in Figure 9a. During the retention phase, in a usual microcontroller, the main sub-modules are clock gated and the microcontroller is in the less power consuming mode, where only the wake up signals of the WSN node are active. In the reception/transmission/measurement phase (RX/TX/Measurement), the sensors or radio modules operate and perform data measurements or data wireless transfer. This phase period depends on the conversion accuracy of the sensor or on the radio protocol required for the application as well as on the number of data to be transferred. In the computing phase, the microcontroller is configured into its most power consuming mode to perform calculation on data. For our proposed microcontroller partitioned into a WUC and a main processor, each part can be called at a particular phase. During retention phase, the main processor in the On Demand part can be power gated and only the WUC can be woken up by events from external or internal modules. When an event occurs, the WUC manages the sensors or radio during reception/transmission/measurement phase and when this task is completed it can wake up the main processor to perform calculation on data. According to the WUC ISA and architecture presented in the next section, it can even perform the calculation by itself depending on the application complexity. The WUC is more effective than a standard ARM processor for the retention and RX/TX/Measurement phase. Indeed, its asynchronous implementation enables a wide operating voltage range and very fast wake up. It’s an advantage during retention phases for very low power consumption. Moreover it has a smaller instruction set architecture than the smallest ARM ISA but has necessary instructions for all current tasks of the wireless sensor node (data transfer or minimal calculation on data).

A power model of a wireless sensor node microcontroller was created with an UTBB FDSOI 28nm technology power figures [13]. We extracted the major power contributors and showed by simulation the average power consumption reduction when using the WUC in a microcontroller sub-system for different WSN scenarios. We published in [13] the power results found and showed that the use of a Wake Up Controller can reduce the average power consumption by 14.5% for very low activity (60 s wake up period) and up to 76% for medium activity (100 ms wake up period). We also demonstrated that the power breakdown in a microcontroller can be really different according to the activity ratio and sampling rate, but using a WUC in these different scenarios always reduces the microcontroller average power consumption. These results justified the development of a partitioned microcontroller into a WUC and a main processor in UTBB FDSOI 28nm technology to provide full flexibility at application level. The next section presents the Always Responsive part architecture, the WUC instruction set architecture, microarchitecture and system supply implementation to take full advantage of the UTBB FDSOI 28nm technology flexibility demonstrated in the previous sections of this paper.
5. Always Responsive Part Architecture

In this section, the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of the Wake Up Controller (WUC), and the complete microarchitecture of the Always Responsive part are presented. This platform is implemented in a mixed asynchronous/synchronous design in UTBB FDSOI 28nm technology. Asynchronous design is event and data driven, and highly robust to voltage, process and temperature variations which is very important for an always-on module often subjected to power supply variations. Combining the robustness to voltage variation of asynchronous design to the dynamic power/performance scaling offered by the UTBB FDSOI technology allows a great flexibility for different complete smart device. Power supply system characteristics with UTBB FDSOI technology will be presented in Section 5.4. The Wake-Up Controller executes code only when events are triggered, and because it is an always-on module, asynchronous design is ideal in order to have a very small wake up time when an interrupt occurs and to remain functional even at very low supply voltages. Moreover, since asynchronous design is data driven, switching activities during code execution depends only on the concerned units and paths used between these units. This circuit is implemented in Quasi Delay Insensitive (QDI) logic with Tiempo® tools [14] [15] [16] for circuit synthesis. Design flow and results will be presented in Section 6.

5.1. Wake Up Controller Instruction Set Architecture

The WUC implements a 16-bit Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) based on load/store RISC instructions. It has to remain simpler than a classical CPU ISA and architecture as the objective is to consume few energy for wake-up and current tasks. The ISA has thus been specified to
be compact and easy to program by developing a compiler. Therefore C language can be used to program Interrupt Service Routine executed by the WUC. Each instruction is 16-bit wide. It has 16 32-bit general purpose registers including the Stack Pointer (SP), the Link Register (LR) and the Program Counter (PC). The address is on 16 bit which is sufficient for the small memory used by the WUC and low power peripherals. It also significantly reduces the total power consumption.

The WUC instruction set architecture has been reduced to fit our needs, stay compact and adapt to multiple peripherals. Load-store instructions is implemented because the WUC is in charge of the WSN microcontroller current tasks. In other words, it has to manage data transfer from sensors or radio to memory, and vice versa. Therefore, the load-store instruction is mandatory and can handle 8, 16 and 32 bit data to fit a maximum of peripheral modules. Arithmetic instructions are also implemented since the WUC manages peripheral configuration which needs logic instructions for masking operations. And, it also has to perform some calculation on the data or the address. The branch instruction was required to go through the event-triggered code, which relies on a state machine. Branch instruction is then used to jump from one state to another. Finally for easy programming and reduced number of instructions, special instructions for function call and context save-restore have been implemented.

Table 1 resumes our proposed WUC instructions. There are 4 types of instructions: Memory, Arithmetic/Logic, Branch and Special/Function instructions. Memory instructions can manage byte, half-word and word data in signed or unsigned type. Arithmetic and logic instructions handle 32 bit data and there are 15 instructions to test branches. Some instructions have been implemented for function calls (Branch with Link) and context save-restore (push/pop) with a single 16 bit instruction. It is important to notify that the proposed WUC executes only Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). This is the reason why an instruction is necessary to indicate the end of interruption (EndIT). A special instruction Break can set breakpoints in memory providing an on-chip debugging during code execution.

5.2. Wake Up Controller Core Microarchitecture

The microarchitecture of the Always Responsive part is presented in Figure 10. From the previously presented instruction set architecture, five execution units have been created. Arithmetic
and Logic Unit (ALU) for arithmetic and logic operations updating status bit NZCV (Negative, Zero, Carry, Overflow bit) that are used by BRANCH unit to test branches. A load-store unit (LD-ST) and MOV unit are used for Memory instructions, and FUNCTION unit for Bl, Push and Pop instructions. There are three fast bus for operand 1, 2 and result (Op1, Op2 and Dest) between register file and execution units. The DECODER inputs multiple control signals to configure execution unit and datapath at each instruction. The WUC presents a Von Neumann architecture with only 4KB memory for program, data and interrupt vector. The Memory and all slaves/masters of the Always Responsive part are linked by an asynchronous bus. There are two masters, the WUC Core and the Debug Unit that can program, read-write on all address space and on the general purpose registers as well as the operate stop, run and step commands to the WUC while the code is executing. IT-Ctrl manages all events from all peripherals and sends to the DECODER the number of the priority interrupt. Interruptions are sorted by interruption numbers with the highest priority on interrupt number 0 and interrupt with the weakest priority on interrupt number 31. In a typical scenario, if the system is in off mode, only IT-Ctrl, Pw/Clik/Reset Ctrl and some peripherals are powered on. And when an event occurs from a peripheral, IT-Ctrl gets it, sends a signal to Pw/Clik/Reset Ctrl to wake up the WUC Core (if powered off), and then sends to the DECODER the rising interrupt number. The DECODER calculates the address of the interrupt vector with a configurable offset, then sends this address to PC Unit in order to fetch the address of interrupt service routine and then fetches the first instruction of the ISR. When an EndIT instruction is decoded, IT-Ctrl checks if another event is pending or not. It sends the new number of interrupt to DECODER or sends to Pw/Clik/Reset Ctrl a sleep signal to power gate the WUC Core or not depending on the users configuration. During execution, an instruction is executed to completion before fetching next instruction. This is done by blocking the control signals from DECODER to the execution unit. In practice, with asynchronous logic, handshake channels are acknowledged once the instruction is completed.

5.3. Memory

The WUC has one 4KB memory bank of 32-bit lines. This memory has been specified to be the smallest considering its static and dynamic power consumption. Only 4KB are required for data of maximum 32-bit width, program and interrupt vector. Code size in different ISR is very small so this memory size is sufficient for a complete WUC application. In terms of power management, the memory has its own power domain and can take advantage of the wide operating voltage range of the UTBB FDSOI technology. This memory has an optimal functional point at 0.5V and can have retention at 0.3V. As such, during the retention phase, supply voltage is lowered to 0.3V and during activity it can be raised to 0.5V and up to 0.7V depending on applicative performances. At architectural level, only one port is used for instructions and data read-write operations to reduce memory and WUC complexity (Von Neumann Architecture). Moreover, a mask port is used to select bytes to write on a 32 bit line. The memories asynchronous/synchronous interface is presented on Figure 11. For mixed asynchronous/synchronous design, Tiempo® interfaces are used to convert asynchronous handshake channels to synchronous data. In this interface, write request and read request that cross delay chains create the acknowledgement of the input/output channels. This indicates to the asynchronous part the end of operation. Different timing delay chains can be used for read/write operations. The architecture of the asymmetric delay chain used in this asynchronous circuit is presented in Figure 12.

The delay chain is used to prevent new requests from being taken into account while the current request is not completed. This is done with a Muller tree and inverters at each buffer.
Figure 10: Always Responsive part microarchitecture with Wake Up Controller Core architecture

Figure 11: Mixed asynchronous/synchronous design for memory interface. M is a Muller Cell [17]
output. Moreover, AND gates are used with each output buffer and delay chain input to quickly lower the acknowledge signal when request goes down. Consequently, when a request rises, the acknowledgement signal is generated after \( n_{buffer} \times D \) ns, and when the request signal goes down, the acknowledgement signal goes down after \( D \) ns. With this architecture, read-write timing operations are respected with minimal overhead between two memory accesses.

![Figure 12: Asymmetric delay chain for asynchronous circuit](image)

5.4. System Supply

From Section 3, we can assume that for an energy efficient Always Responsive part, the best UTBB FDSOI implementation should use RVT cells in order to activate the reverse back biasing possibilities and greatly reduce leakage current during long retention phases (Figure 3). Moreover, it is not necessary to achieve high performance on this part, and so RVT is the best compromise between power and frequency. Thanks to the wide operating voltage range of UTBB FDSOI with back biasing possibilities and asynchronous design, the WUC Core can have its own power domain and operate at MEP (0.2V) to reach the optimal power efficiency. The WUC Core power supply voltage can be regulated depending on the required performances, from 0.2V up to 0.7V. This flexibility allows the WUC Core to be powered at 0.2V during retention phase with maximum RBB to reduce leakage current and while in activity, it can be supplied without RBB at MEP or higher power supply voltage following users requirement. Taking this into considerations, the system supply for the Always Responsive part has been determined (Figure 13). The Always Responsive part is divided into three voltage domains (VD\_CORE, VD\_AON, VD\_MEM) and resulting into four power domains (PD\_CORE, PD\_MEM, PD\_SYSTEM and PD\_PERIPHERALS). In VD\_AON, there is an always-on power domain PD\_SYSTEM and a power gated power domain PD\_PERIPHERALS. We chose to separate the WUC Core and Memory in two power domains to fit different power management strategies like power gating and back biasing of UTBB FDSOI 28 nm technology in multiple scenarios. The central module for controlling the fine grain power gating, clock gating and back biasing is the Pw/Clk/Reset Controller (Figure 13). Its ability to automatically power gate the core if no ISR is executing, or apply an automatic back biasing on memory and WUC Core when executing code. For very simple applications for which only a timer is needed to wake up the entire system, an RTC is implemented in PD\_SYSTEM and PD\_PERIPHERALS which can be power gated during retention phase. The next section presents firsts results in term of area and leakage power with ongoing Always Responsive part modules development and implementation flow of a mixed asynchronous/synchronous circuit.
6. Implementation Flow and First Results

6.1. Implementation Flow

The Asynchronous modules are coded in SystemVerilog using Tiempo® tools [14] [15] [16] for channels assertion, read-write between a transmitter and a receiver, and for registers and operators assertion. We use a mixed implementation flow with a synchronous top that instantiates asynchronous macros. The Asynchronous part is synthesized using the Asynchronous Circuit Compiler (ACC) from Tiempo®, and the synchronous parts are synthesized with Design Compiler from Synopsys tools. The test-benches are simulated at each step of the implementation flow (functional, post-synthesis and post back-end). For synthesis, the UTBB FDSOI 28 nm technology is used. Some asynchronous and standard synchronous cells are provided in the library for the full system synthesis.

6.2. Area Results

The results presented hereafter are post-synthesis figures in UTBB FDSOI 28 nm. These results are related to a circuit containing the WUC Core, the Asynchronous Bus (2 masters and 7 slaves), the 4KB Memory and the IT-Ctrl (32 ITs). Figure 14a depicts WUC Core, Asynchronous Bus, IT-Ctrl and Memory area and Figure 14b presents the WUCs internal modules size. As can be seen, the WUC Core represents 51% of the total area. However, WUC Core can be power gated or configured in its less power consuming mode (0.2V with maximum RBB) during long retention phases to reduce the leakage power. Moreover current IT-Ctrl can manage 32 ITs, but this can be reduced to 16 or 8 general ITs with the help of a module routing each event...
from all peripherals to an IT vector with a configuration register. With this technique, the IT-Ctrl area is reduced by half. Leakage power consumption are presented on Figure 14c. This leakage power consumption is measured with post synthesis simulation at 0.3V Vdd without back biasing. It results, for retention, in a power consumption of about 1µW. By applying reverse back biasing, we can obtained a hundred of nWs while remaining in a functional mode. Design and architectural optimizations to reduce even more power consumption and area will be discussed in the conclusion of the paper.

![Figure 14: Wake Up Controller area and leakage power consumption at 0.3V (during retention phase) results for 32 bits datapath implementation](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WUC Core Modules</th>
<th>Area (µm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALU Unit</td>
<td>10310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANCH Unit</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECODER</td>
<td>4081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNCTION Unit</td>
<td>6599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Unit</td>
<td>2174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD-ST Unit</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge-Split Core</td>
<td>781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV Unit</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register File</td>
<td>9524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusion and Future Work

For the past ten years, IoT devices have emerged with constant constraints on leakage and integration. Today’s wireless sensor nodes are proposed in old technology nodes for leakage and cost reasons. In this paper, we have discussed UTBB FDSOI 28 nm suitability and new microcontroller architectural solutions for ultra low power IoT applications. FDSOI back biasing and performances at low voltage make this technology extremely suitable for the flexible needs of the IoT applications. Moreover, in this paper, flexibility is provided by partitioning the microcontroller into an Always Responsive part and an On Demand part. In the Always Responsive part, an asynchronous Wake Up Controller is implemented for fast wake up and robustness to voltage variations. The WUC manages current tasks of the WSN microcontroller while the main processor of the On Demand part is in charge of the application part and the node maintenance.
We have efficiently applied UTBB FDSOI 28 nm on this microcontroller and opened the way for new applications requiring more speed during operation while maintaining low leakage during idle phases.

Furhtermore, to reduce the total power consumption of this microcontroller, we are proposing some architectural improvements as future works. We can first simplify the WUC Core and Bus by decreasing the datapath width to 16 bits. In the WUC Core, the units that will benefit from a datapath width reduction are the Register File, the ALU Unit, the FUNCTION and the LD-ST Unit (Figure 14b). We can expect an area and power reduction by at least a factor of two for these units. We will thus need to reconsider the Instruction Set Architecture since all load/store 32 bits data instructions will be supressed as well as the 16 bits sign/unsigned extend instructions. Therefore, we are currently investigating new interesting instructions to efficiently replace them. In addition, and in order to reduce the dynamic power consumption, a cache line for instruction will be integrated to avoid useless consecutive instruction fetch in the 32 bits memory line.
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